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Figure 1. Customize-A-Video takes as input a single reference video (top left) and transfers its motion onto new generated videos with
plausible variance. (1-2) Results of transferring the dancing twirling from the lady onto Ironman with two random output variants. (3) Re-
sults of transferring the motion onto multiple subjects. (4) Results of combining multiple motion customization together, i.e., both dancing
twirling and with aerial camera flight over. (5) Results of combining proposed motion customization and existing image customization
methods to support both appearance and motion customization.

Abstract

Image customization has been extensively studied in text-
to-image (T2I) diffusion models, leading to impressive out-
comes and applications. With the emergence of text-to-
video (T2V) diffusion models, its temporal counterpart, mo-
tion customization, has not yet been well investigated. To
address the challenge of one-shot motion customization, we
propose Customize-A-Video that models the motion from a
single reference video and adapting it to new subjects and

scenes with both spatial and temporal varieties. It leverages
low-rank adaptation (LoRA) on temporal attention layers
to tailor the pre-trained T2V diffusion model for specific
motion modeling from the reference videos. To disentan-
gle the spatial and temporal information during the train-
ing pipeline, we introduce a novel concept of appearance
absorbers that detach the original appearance from the sin-
gle reference video prior to motion learning. The proposed
modules are trained in a staged pipeline and inferred in
a plug-and-play fashion, enabling easy extensions of our
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method to various downstream tasks such as custom video
generation and editing, video appearance customization
and multiple motion combination. Our project page can be
found at https://anonymous-314.github.io.

1. Introduction
Replicating an iconic motion in novel scenes is highly desir-
able for video creation. Recent large-scale diffusion-based
text-to-video (T2V) generation models [5, 43] demonstrate
impressive outcomes in generating imaginative videos
based on text depictions. However, they struggle with pre-
cise motion control and often demand extensive prompt en-
gineering. Another thread of work on video editing such
as [4, 9, 45, 48] leverages large generative models’ general-
ization capability on appearance alteration, and introduces
frame-wise precise controls through techniques including
DDIM inversion [31, 41] and ControlNet [52]. While
achieving promising motion transfer results with variations
in appearance and texture, these methods rigidly adhere to
the reference frame structure and layout and fail to provide
variability in the motion itself, such as adapting to new po-
sitions, intensities, camera views, or quantity of subjects.

Image customization of T2I models has been ex-
plored [10, 38] where a specific unique appearance is mod-
eled and composed into novel roles and scenes. These mod-
els are trained on a small set of images that share the same
concept. They are then able to produce specific output need-
less of complex prompt engineering, while also allowing for
diversity in poses, views, lighting, etc. compared to direct
stitching and editing approaches. Inspired by this idea, we
present a novel video motion customization method named
Customize-A-Video based on T2V diffusion model. It cus-
tomizes the model using the motion learned from the ref-
erence video, enabling it to be easily adjusted to new sub-
jects and scenes. This includes not only precise transfer but
also variations in motion intensities, positions, quantity of
subjects, and camera views. These variations make the out-
put videos more dynamic and engaging, as opposed to the
robotic or unnatural appearance of per-frame replication.

Specifically, we utilize a common image customization
technique, Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA) [19], applied on
the pre-trained T2V diffusion model [43] to capture the mo-
tion signature in the reference video. However, applying
LoRA directly to the entire T2V models proves less effec-
tive in motion preservation, as spatial and temporal charac-
teristics are intricately entangled and both spatial and tem-
poral information are learned simultaneously. Therefore,
we apply LoRA only on temporal 3D cross-frame attention
layers, creating Temporal LoRA (T-LoRA), which is more
effective in capturing temporal motion dynamics from the
reference video. In comparison to other popular customiza-
tion techniques, LoRA also offers a portable model size and

requires minimal training data, as well as the simplicity of
plug-and-play for easy extensibility to collaborate with ad-
ditional customization modules.

While LoRA works well on few-shot customization
tasks through the residual module weights, a portion of spa-
tial features still leak into it during the training on a single
reference video without diverse appearances accompanying
a consistent motion concept. Concurrent efforts attempt
to address this challenging yet significant issue by either
concentrating on video customization demanding a small
dataset with the same motion [30, 46] or stopping training
early and supplementing the underfitted temporal modules
with direct control signals from the reference video [20].
To tackle this issue and facilitate one-shot video customiza-
tion, we introduce an innovative training approach based on
a new Appearance Absorber module to further decompose
spatial information from motions. The key idea of this mod-
ule is that it can be trained to absorb the appearance of the
reference video, leaving only the motion information for the
proposed Temporal LoRA to learn.

We introduce a three-stage training and inference
pipeline as illustrated in Fig. 2 to connect all the compo-
nents we have proposed. In the first stage, we load and
train the appearance absorber on unordered reference video
frames to capture frame-wise spatial information, such as
the subject’s appearance and the background scene. In the
second stage, we load the trained appearance absorber with
frozen parameters, and train the proposed Temporal LoRA
on the temporal layers of the T2V model. The appear-
ance absorber has learned to reconstruct the static frames
and therefore helps the Temporal LoRA focus primarily on
temporal signals, minimizing the spatial information leaked
into motion customization modules. During the final in-
ference stage, we remove the appearance absorber that en-
codes the appearances from the reference video, and load
solely the trained Temporal LoRA. Given a text prompt con-
taining novel subjects and scenes, our model not only ac-
curately transfers the learned motion signature to the new
appearance, but also produces diverse motions in terms of
their intensities, positions, and camera views, enhancing the
dynamism and engagement of the generated videos for the
motion customization task.

To summarize, our contributions involve:
• We present a novel one-shot motion customization

method for single reference video based on pre-trained
text-to-video diffusion models;

• We introduce Temporal LoRA module to learn the specific
motion from a reference video, facilitating motion trans-
fer with not only accuracy but also variety;

• We propose Appearance Absorber module to dedicatedly
decompose the spatial information, effectively excluding
it from the motion customization process;

• Our modules feature the plug-and-play and staged nature
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Figure 2. Our proposed Temporal LoRA and its training and inference processes. All noise and denoising schedules are omitted for
simplicity. (1) We bypass all temporal layers in a base T2V diffusion model and apply appearance absorber such as S-LoRA or Textual
Inversion on its spatial attention layers. The module is trained on unordered video frames. (2) We apply T-LoRA on all temporal attentions
in the full base T2V model. The trained appearance absorber is also loaded and frozen. The module is trained on the target video data. (3)
During inference, only the trained T-LoRA is loaded. A new video with the customized motion is generated by a prompt describing the
new appearance and the desired motion.

and can be smoothly extended to various downstream ap-
plications.

2. Related Work
Text-to-Video Generation Models Text-to-video (T2V)
generation task generates videos from given text prompts
specifying the expected appearances and motions. It has
been widely explored previously using GANs [22, 24, 34]
and transformers [11, 18, 42, 47, 50]. With the emergency
of T2I diffusion models, T2V diffusion models become sub-
sequently under fast development. [21] reprogram the 2D
spatial attentions into 3D temporal attentions to handle the
new temporal dimension. [3, 6, 14, 16, 17, 26, 40, 43, 59]
insert spatio-temporal 3D convolutions and/or cross-frame
attentions to regulate the output temporal consistency from
the random input noise. [12, 21, 26, 28] design explicitly
disentangled noise prior between key frames and residues
to enforce temporal coherency. T2V models designate the
generated content through text prompts, demanding signifi-
cant engineering effort to prompt it to produce desired mo-
tions in details.

T2I-based Video Editing Leveraging the control signal
directly from a reference video by editing it into new ap-
pearances is a popular practice to transfer the motion and
has been studied by various methods. [13, 27, 36, 39, 44,

48, 55] leverage the inverse denoising process or degraded
images of the reference video frames to maintain the de-
sired motion while altering its appearance through T2I gen-
eration. [1, 8, 9, 25, 29, 45, 54] adopt controllable image
generation approaches [33, 52] and extract the low-level ref-
erence signals such as their depth or edge maps to guide the
generation process. [4, 7, 51, 56, 58] make use of the com-
bination of above techniques. However, such methods fall
short as they focus more on adopting novel appearances,
and merely duplicate the original motion exactly but with
no temporal diversity to vary in the frame structure, motion
intensity, subject position and quantity etc.

Video Motion Customization Customizing a diffusion
model is the task defined as adapting the original output to
a new specific domain by adjusting the pre-trained model
weights. It was first introduced for T2I models to person-
alize in spatial aspects such as identity, art style and pose
etc [10, 23, 38]. Recently, the idea of customizing the
motion given reference videos has also been emerging and
evolving rapidly. [27, 39, 48, 55] add temporal attentions
from scratch on pre-trained T2I models and finetune them
on a single video. Concurrent work [20, 30] finetunes the
temporal layers in place in a pre-trained T2V model. [30]
trains with special tokens following [38] on multiple videos
with an extra regularization set. [20] replaces the vanilla re-
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construction objective with a frame residual vector loss. In-
stead, our method appends residual weights to the original
model based on LoRA [19] and enables advanced training
strategy and inference utility.

[32] represents the first attempt to finetune the spatial
and temporal attentions respectively for the appearance and
motion of a reference video, which are however not inferred
with independently. Concurrent work [46] adds specially
designed adapters over the pre-trained temporal attentions
conditioned on one frame to decompose pure motion from
its appearance. It requires this additional image input while
ours has the minimal input requirement of text prompt only.
Another concurrent work [57] applies dual-path LoRAs on
spatial and temporal attentions and trains them jointly with
an appearance-debiased temporal debiased loss. In contrast,
our approach adopts a staged training pipeline, where our
appearance absorbers can be easily extended to more can-
didate categories than LoRA, or third-party modules pre-
trained on external images or other videos.

3. Method
We present a novel motion customization method based on
base T2V diffusion models for a single input video. We
suggest learning the motion concept from the input video
through a LoRA module designed for temporal layers of
the T2V model. Given the challenging nature of working
with a single input video, we have developed an innovative
training strategy based on an appearance absorber module
to disentangle spatial information from motion. An illus-
tration of each proposed module and its connection to the
existing T2V model is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. Preliminary

Text-to-Video Diffusion Models. A text-to-video (T2V)
diffusion model trains a 3D UNet ϵθ to generate videos in a
series denoising steps conditioned on a input text prompt.
The 3D UNet usually consists of spatial self- and cross-
attentions, 2D and 3D convolutions, and temporal cross-
frame attentions. Given the F frames x1...F of a video, the
3D UNet is trained by

Lθ = Ex1...F ,ϵ,t[∥ϵ− ϵθ(x
1...F
t , t, τ(y))∥] (1)

at every denoising step t = T, ..., 0, where ϵ ∼ N (0, 1) is
Gaussian noise, τ is the text encoder and y is the input text
prompt.

Low-Rank Adaptation. Low-Rank Adaptation
(LoRA) [19] was proposed for adapting pre-trained
large language models to downstream tasks. It has also
been widely developed for image customization models.
LoRA applies a residue path of two low-rank matrices
B ∈ Rd×r, A ∈ Rr×k in attention layers, whose original

weight is W0 ∈ Rd×k, r ≪ min(d, k). The new forward
path is

W = W0 + α∆W = W0 + αBA, (2)

where α is a coefficient adjusting the strength of the added
LoRA.

3.2. Customize-A-Video

3.2.1 Temporal LoRA

Inspired by [19], we introduce Temporal LoRA (T-LoRA),
a technique for capturing motion characteristics from input
videos and enabling motion customization for new appear-
ance via text prompts. We apply LoRAs on all temporal
cross-frame attention layers of the base T2V model [43] to
maximize modeling motion signals. Our ablation studies re-
veal that T-LoRA outperforms applying LoRA to other non-
temporal attention layers, as T-LoRA targets at preserving
motion while discarding unnecessary input appearance (see
Sec. 4.2).

3.2.2 Appearance Absorbers

We enhance the appearance absorber to separate spatial sig-
nals from temporal signals within a single video. Its objec-
tive is to absorb the spatial information, including the iden-
tity, texture, scene, etc., out of the training video, in order
that the reference motion can be exclusively modeled by our
T-LoRA. To achieve this, we construct the absorber using a
set of image customization modules including:

Spatial LoRA: We apply LoRA on only the spatial at-
tention layers in a T2V model to adopt solely the spatial
information out of the unordered video frames. LoRA mod-
ules are injected in all self-attention layers of the frames and
cross-attention layers between frames and the text prompt.
We call it spatial LoRA or S-LoRA to distinguish from our
T-LoRA for temporal modeling.

Textual Inversion: We utilize textual inversion [10] as
an alternative approach to gather spatial features from the
training video. It creates learnable placeholder tokens, ini-
tialized with briefly depicting words of the video appear-
ance, to assimilate relevant spatial information via the pre-
trained text tokenizer.

These image customization modules are adept at model-
ing appearance signals from limited number of frames of a
single video in a few-shot manner, and thus we prefer less
finetuning-based customization methods such as [38] since
they require a considerable amount of training and regular-
ization data. In addition, all types of appearance absorbers
can be employed individually or jointly.

3.2.3 Training and Inference Pipelines

Our motion customization pipeline consists of two training
stages for appearance absorbers and T-LoRA respectively,
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Figure 3. Results of one-shot motion customization. Middle-left: ModelScope is the base T2V model which controls motions via text
and fails to transfer the reference motion faithfully. Top-right: Tune-A-Video relies on DDIM inverted latent as the input and thus mostly
duplicates the original frame image structure. Middle-right: Video-P2P upgrades Tune-A-Video with decouple-guidance cross-attention
control but still yields deterministic output. Bottom: Our methods generates motion with both accuracy as well as variety in details such
as view perspective and layout. We show two variants of our generated results on bottom left and right.

and one final inference stage to generate output videos with
novel text prompts.

First training stage We train appearance absorber mod-
ules first. Since they are originated from T2I models, we
propose to specially train them by bypassing all temporal
layers in the T2V model, including temporal attention lay-
ers and 3D convolution layers in the denoising UNet. We
train them with the appearance description of the ground
truth caption so that they focuses on the spatial information

to learn. The input images for training are composed by un-
ordered frames from the reference video. We follow their
native loss as in [10, 19] to train each type of appearance
absorber. Formally, for S-LoRA

L∆θs = Ex,ϵ,t[∥ϵ− ϵθ0+∆θs(x
f
t , t, τ(y))∥], (3)

and for textual inversion

Lτ = Ex,ϵ,t[∥ϵ− ϵθ(x
f
t , t, τ(y))∥]. (4)
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Second training stage We inject previously trained ap-
pearance absorbers into the T2V model and maintain their
frozen state. Our T-LoRA is meanwhile injected into the
temporal attention layers of the T2V model. It is trained
with the given reference video and full ground truth cap-
tion consisting of both motion verbs and appearance nouns,
by which the appearance absorber is also triggered to yield
spatially customized content in static frames. We use the
standard reconstruction loss as employed in the diffusion
model [37]:

L∆θt = Ex1...F ,ϵ,t[∥ϵ− (ϵθ0+∆θt(x
1...F
t , t, τ(y)))∥]. (5)

Inference stage During the final inference stage, solely
the trained T-LoRA is loaded onto the base T2V model.
Given a new text prompt depicting the learned motion with
new appearance, the customized model generates videos an-
imated by the desired motion following the standard denois-
ing process. As a result of the customized residual weights
in T-LoRA, our output video transfers the reference motion
faithfully as well as with diversity in motion intensities, po-
sitions, and camera views etc.

4. Experiments
Base T2V models Our methods are applicable to general
T2V diffusion models. In the following experiments, we
employ the ModelScope T2V model [43] as the pre-trained
base model. All videos are pre-processed and generated for
2 seconds, 8 FPS and 256 × 256 resolution. Other training
hyperparameters and model size statistics can be found in
the appendix.

Datasets Since there is no dataset exactly following
our single video motion customization setup, we select
videos from multiple sources, including LOVEU-TGVE-
2023 [49], WebVid-10M [2] and DAVIS [35] datasets to
evaluate our method. We also apply our method on in-the-
wild videos and demonstrate its generalization ability.

Comparison methods To our best knowledge there is no
previous approach that performs the identical task of one-
shot video motion customization with motion variety as
we proposed. We pick the most relevant work, Tune-A-
Video [48] and Video-P2P [27], which appends raw tempo-
ral layers to pre-trained T2I models and finetune both the
spatial and temporal attentions on a single reference video
prior to subsequent editing. It is worth noting that they addi-
tionally rely on DDIM inverted reference video latent as the
input during inference and thus only produce temporally de-
terministic videos with frame layout and fixed view angle.
When we remove this additional input they recover some
motion generalization while sacrificing temporal coherency.

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons on [49] dataset. Text. Align.
represents the text alignment, Temp. Consist. represents the tem-
poral consistency and Div. represents the comprehensive diversity
of appearance and motion. ∼ w/o DDIM Inv represents the above
method not inputting DDIM inverted latent of the reference video
at inference time. Note that Video-P2P outputs video clips of 4
FPS with 512× 512 resolution.

Method Text Temp. Div.↑Align.↑ Consist.↓
ModelScope [43] 31.484 0.175 0.647

Tune-A-Video [48] 31.141 0.180 -
∼ w/o DDIM Inv 30.304 0.206 0.348
Video-P2P [27] 31.001 0.162 -
∼ w/o DDIM Inv 30.876 0.251 0.469

Ours No AA 31.348 0.178 0.604
Ours S-LoRA AA 30.816 0.164 0.612
Ours TextInv AA 32.194 0.167 0.623
Ours Both AA 31.449 0.171 0.631

Besides, we compare our method against the pre-trained
T2V model, i.e. ModelScope, to prove that our method
enhances the base model to produce faithful motions fol-
lowing the reference video that are not trivial to depict via
simply prompt engineering.

Quantitative metrics We measure the performance quan-
titatively over a subset of videos from [49] which has stan-
dard 2-second clips with both ground truth and modification
captions. We consider comparisons in terms of three met-
rics: Text alignment between the generated video frames
and the inference prompt, in the form of CLIPScore [15];
Temporal consistency between consecutive frames of the
generated video, in the form of LPIPS [53]; Diversity
among multiple generated videos with the same prompt
and different random noise, in the form of LPIPS. It in-
volves both the appearance and motion diversity by collat-
ing aligned frames at the same timestamp.

4.1. Motion Customization from Single Video

Qualitative Results Fig. 3 illustrates the comparative vi-
sual results of one-shot motion customization. The base
ModelScope T2V model, although proficient in inferring
general motion concepts from its extensive pre-training on
large-scale datasets, fails to accurately replicate specific
motions guided by reference videos. Contrastingly, Tune-
A-Video [48] and Video-P2P [27] leverage DDIM inverted
latents extracted from reference videos, resulting in tempo-
rally deterministic output with structural constraints by the
reference frame layouts. In contrast to both of them, our ap-
proach demonstrates the capability to transfer the modeled
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Figure 4. Ablation results on applying LoRAs on different atten-
tion layers. When transferring the camera movement, S-LoRA
memorizes the indoor furniture and wall decorations and T-LoRA
converts paintings to entrances and sofas to pool benches.

reference motion to new scenarios and subjects while in-
troducing temporal variations through random noise input.
The last row of each example presents two output samples
generated by our method, prompted by the same textual cue.
Our outcomes not only exhibit diverse subject appearances
and background scenes but also showcase variability in mo-
tion attributes such as action range, intensity, velocity, and
camera perspective.

Quantitative Results. The quantitative results and com-
parisons are listed in Tab. 1. In need of universally applica-
ble motion similarity metric encompassing not only human
actions but also non-human object and camera movements,
text alignment serves to gauge motion accuracy relative to
the provided text prompt and inadequately reflects the na-
ture of customized iconic reference motion transfer. Video-
P2P leads on temporal consistency with DDIM inverted la-
tent input, but deteriorates considerably in its absence. Ours
exhibits comparable coherency against these deterministic
methods and the foundation T2V model.

Due to the lack of generic motion representations irre-
spective of visual appearance, we calculate the per-frame
diversity among generated videos that registers both spatial
and temporal variety. Comparative evaluation unveils that
base ModelScope provides the highest diversity while our
methods sacrifice it subtly to gain significant improvements
in accurately customizing the exemplar motion, as well as
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Figure 5. Ablation results on training T-LoRAs with different
types of appearance absorbers. No AA remains the bare hands
and white sleeves from the original appearance. Both AA reaches
the best spatial clearance and displays tidy wall and desk in addi-
tion to the evident new dress-up.

retaining rich varieties in motion details. Tune-A-Video and
Video-P2P have deterministic results with DDIM inverted
input and yield more yet not as much diverse output with-
out it.

4.2. Ablations Studies

LoRAs on Non-temporal Attentions While it is intuitive
to apply LoRA on only temporal attention layers to learn
video motions without original appearance, we also validate
the effects of applying LoRA on the spatial attentions only
(S-LoRA), or on both spatial and temporal attentions (ST-
LoRA) in the base T2V model. Fig. 4 displays the visual-
ization that adding LoRA to spatial attentions significantly
impairs the modeling of motions. The models with spatial
customization modules primarily memorize the video based
on spatial layout, resulting in a substantial degradation of
both video appearance and motion customization compared
to our T-LoRA approach.

Comparisons across Appearance Absorbers Our
method explores four different configurations of Appear-
ance Absorbers (AA). No AA: no appearance absorber
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Figure 6. Video Appearance Customization. (1) Reference video.
(2) Result of image customization S-LoRA only fails to transfer
the motion. (3) Result of motion customization. (4) Result com-
bined both motion and appearance customizations.

is used, S-LoRA AA: a spatial LoRA based appearance
absorber is used, TextInv AA: a textual inversion based
appearance absorber is used, and Both AA: two appearance
absorbers of both above types are used. The comparison
results are shown in Fig. 5. No AA remains some original
appearance in addition to modeling the motion. S-LoRA
AA and TextInv AA are both able to capture the pure
action with minimal appearance leakage. We notice that
S-LoRA AA is easier to overfit and sometimes causes
spatial artifacts while TextInv AA might tend to underfit
and leave spatial residues on the other hand. We attribute
these properties to the spatial structure of S-LoRA weights
inside U-Net blocks while textual inversion works via a 1D
learnable embedding as new tokens. Both AA unites their
advantages and leads to a comprehensive result with both
the reference motion and new appearance clearly reflected.

5. Applications
With the plug-and-play nature of LoRA and our staged
training pipeline, we present three downstream applications
that demonstrate the collaborative potential of our proposed
modules.

5.1. Video Appearance Customization

Our motion customization modules work on the temporal
layers and thus can cooperate with image customization
methods to manipulate both the temporal and spatial lay-
ers in the base T2V model at the same time. In Fig. 6, we
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Figure 7. Multiple Motion Combination. (1-2) two reference
videos. (3) Result only customized from the first reference video,
only displaying a normal zoom in instead of the dolly zoom, where
the foreground remain fixed in scale and the background zoom in
or out. (4) Result with two T-LoRAs trained from both reference
videos, yielding videos with merged motions. The scale of the
humanoid barely changes through the frames while the trees fast
zooms out.

inject a Temporal LoRA to present the reference action as
well as an image spatial LoRA to reflect the comic style in
one comprehensive output. Intermediate results with one
LoRA loaded has merely either the spatial or temporal as-
pect customized on the other hand.

5.2. Multiple Motion Combination

T-LoRA is applied to the original layers with residual con-
nection. Therefore we can customize the base model with
multiple T-LoRA modules trained on different reference
videos to integrate various movements into one outcome.
Fig. 7 demonstrates that our approach can merge the human
action of ”falling back” and camera movement of ”dolly
zoom” into one target scenario using two T-LoRA modules,
achieving combined motions in the generated video.

5.3. Third-Party Appearance Absorbers

Our staged training pipeline enables loading third-party im-
age customization modules pre-trained on in-the-wild im-
age data as a ready appearance absorber when they share
the similar appearance. This skips the first training stage
and facilitates reusing modules across videos. In Fig. 8, the
reference video focuses on a certain fictional character, and
we load a public image LoRA of this character shared in
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Figure 8. Third-Party Appearance Absorbers. (1) Reference
video, whose subject is a popular fictional character. (2) Result
trained with no AA. (3) Result trained with a third-party S-LoRA
that is pre-trained on in-the-wild images of the character rather
than the frames of the reference video.

open-source communities without tuning on the unordered
video frames. Trained with its enhancement our T-LoRA
avoids the leakage of the original headgear to the replaced
subject.

6. Conclusion
We introduce the one-shot motion customization task that
learns the motion signature from a single reference video
and transfer it to new scenes and subjects with variety
in both appearance and motion. We propose Temporal
LoRA to model the target motion by adding LoRA resid-
ual weights on the temporal attention layers of a pre-trained
text-to-video diffusion model. We further propose Appear-
ance Absorbers to decouple the spatial information from
the reference video so that Temporal LoRA can focus on
motion modeling. Extensive experiments demonstrate that
our methods yield faithful and diverse videos compared to
both per-frame video editing approaches and the base T2V
model. Our method is plug-and-play and supports various
downstream tasks including precise video editing, video ap-
pearance customization and multiple motion combination.
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Customize-A-Video: One-Shot Motion Customization of
Text-to-Video Diffusion Models

Supplementary Material

A. Implementation Details
A.1. Bypassing Temporal Layers in T2V Models

Many diffusion-based T2V models [3, 14, 43] have their de-
noising network structure adapted from T2I U-Net with in-
jecting temporal convolution and attention layers. The new
temporal layers are usually implemented as residual con-
nections. The models are also usually trained on image and
video datasets jointly to acquire both appearance and mo-
tion generative capability.

Based on this mechanism, we propose to train our ap-
pearance absorbers with the temporal layers bypassed and
the model to perform image generation tasks on static
frames. This shared design further enables us to load third-
party image customization models pre-trained on external
image data to serve as ready appearance absorbers or addi-
tional spatial customization modules in our video applica-
tions.

A.2. Model Hyperparameters

LoRA [19] typically features very few additional parame-
ters attached to the base model. Its rank r controls the shape
of the residual matrix, and α represents its scale when added
to the pre-trained model weights. In experiments we dis-
covered that setting the rank of T-LoRA rT = 4 and the
rank of S-LoRA in the appearance absorber rT = 1 yields
satisfactory results. Meanwhile, we empirically determined
the alpha values αT = 1 for T-LoRAs and αS = 0.5 for
S-LoRAs. For textual inversion [10] as the appearance ab-
sorber, we set the length of new learnable tokens to 3 and
initialize them with 3 words depicting the static content in
the frames. Under these settings, our T-LoRA model has
merely 0.83M float parameters, compared to the full base
T2V model’s 552M dedicated temporal parameters [43].

B. More Results
B.1. Generation Results

More visual results generated by our models are displayed
in Fig. 10. We present two random output samples for each
reference video.

B.2. DDIM Inverted Latent Input

Our method can easily incorporate additional deterministic
control signals to perform precise video editing. The com-
parison results to Tuna-A-Video[48] are shown in Fig. 9.
Our models prove to be also able to benefit from the DDIM
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Two people tabby cats perform judo on a tatami mat

Two tigers bears fighting in the water near the mud shore

Figure 9. Comparison between our methods with DDIM inverted
reference latent input and Tune-A-Video. Our models are also able
to produce precise frame-wise editing output.

inverted latent of the reference video and yield output stuck
to the exact original frame structures.

C. Comparison with Concurrent Work

D. Limitations and Future Work

D.1. Spatial Domain Shift

In the first training stage the standalone finetuning of par-
tial layers might have the risk of breaking the consistency
among the pre-trained weights if the appearance absorbers
are overfitted on static content reconstruction. If the refer-
ence frames are out of the pre-trained generalization capac-
ity, the spatial customization might shift the output domain
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A kid panda is playing with swings in the forest

A bird squirrel sits on a feeder that is being hung by a red 
string

A girl in sportswear Ironman waving both arms in the grass field

Pouring milk beer into a glass on a red background

A turtle cat released from beach to the sea waves, top view

Toy figures Lego engineers standing around dry-cell batteries in 
bare metal toy building with scaffold, camera view surrounding
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Figure 10. Additional generation results of our model.

and the subsequent temporal layers will not be able to parse
the altered feature maps properly.

D.2. Small Actions and Poses

Some reference motions are intrinsically highly associated
with poses, such as walking, running and sitting, and an
image can primarily represent them. When the appearance
absorbers have modeled the static postures to fit the ap-
pearance, in the second training stage the T-LoRA might

have little left to learn such as the trivial perturbation across
frames. Our model could fail to restore the desired motions
evidently under such circumstance.

D.3. Future Plans

Abundant spatial customization approaches have been de-
veloped for T2I diffusion models. We leverage some of
them to serve as our appearance absorbers for their train-
ing stability on few-shot learning and inference simplicity

2



in the staged scheme. In the next step we plan to investi-
gate more options to discover their characteristics and fur-
ther enhance our method’s performance and usability. Be-
sides, video diffusion models are also rapidly evolving and
our modules are inherently compatible with various types
of temporal attentions regardless of the input modalities in-
cluding image-to-video and video-to-video tasks.
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